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about
Over the past decade, Jeneth Blackert,
known as “The Change Agent” has become
a preeminent conscious body, being and
business facilitator.
Her wildly successful global change movement,
Real Raw You, encourages people around
the globe to open to more radiant energy,
vibrant lives and expanded possibilities.
With a background in nutritional neuroscience
blended and with her very unique approach
to change, Jeneth has an ability to profoundly
deepen her client’s lives.
She has appeared on television and radio
shows worldwide including Martha Stewart
Radio, NPR, Fox News and hundreds of radio
acronyms around the nation.
She’s also the author of several books and
programs including Falling In Stilettos, Seven
Dragons: A Guide to a Limitless Mind and
Simple Marketing. Jeneth has also been an
invited contributing author to several books
including How The Fierce Handles Fear
with Donald Trump and Jack Canfield, and
Business Bushido with Steven Covey.
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Hi, I’m Jeneth Blackert. I pleasure and delight
in writing, yoga, food, horses, and ‘beyond
this reality’ life hacks that create real change
as a way to expand my awareness on planet
earth.
Like you, I love living creatively! After years
of fighting, forcing and figuring it out, I let go;
I demanded a change. I’ve found the secret
hacks to living free. My training and practices
use reality-hacks that change the brain and
body. Our testimonials touch on what’s really
possible.
I’m on a quest to get people to be real and
raw about everything. It’s about not having
to fit into any previous defined mold or
identity. It’s about being vulnerably you. YES,
the beautiful undefined you!
We do this through the pleasure of living and
changing your neurology through foods and
frequencies.
A Real Raw You-er lives life deeply rooted in
the pleasure of each moment. She knows her
“new energy” edges and what to do to exceed
them. She embodies potency to facilitate
change and ignite those around her.
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podcast

RealRawYou for
Radiant Living
“From radiant and raw living through energy,
foods and being greatness to leadership and
entrepreneurship. I find most people living
their greatness are creatives making a living
doing what they love. Their stories are inspiring,
motivating and life changing. I know these
stories, energies, tips and tools have changed
how I create — I hope it’ll do the same for you.”

- Jeneth Blackert,
RealRawYou Founder
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books

Falling In Stilettos
What if one day you woke up and your life wasn’t as you
remembered it? Who would you be? When movie star trophy
wife Rachael Hunt wakes up in a L.A. hospital, she’s shocked
to learn her life isn’t how she remembered it! Feeling lost
and confused, Rachael goes on a transformational journey to
uncover herself. Can she go back to her old life? Will she want to?

“Jeneth Blackert sprinkles in some thought-provoking
insight to chew on. You won t be disappointed!”
- Lorrie Morgan-Ferrero

“Falling in Stilettos is my new favorite summer read!
Grab this book now!”
- Kelly O’Neil
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books

Seven Dragons:

A Guide To A Limitless Mind
Seven Dragons addresses the epidemic of information
overload, attention deficient and addictions that cause
us to feel unsuccessful, overwhelmed and hopeless.
By mastering the Seven Dragons (congruence, overwhelm, decision procrastination, attention deficit, resistance, financial, unworthiness) we open ourselves up to
a world of abundance. This is not another book about
balance, success strategies, clarity or even consciousness; it is about eradicating mental patterns that are
disruptive to our life’s success and offers a series of
profound self-coaching questions and journal opportunities that teach us how to change our state of being.
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books

Simple Marketing:

The Simple Way to Business Growth
Are You Ready to Experience a Quantum Leap in your
Life and Business? When you apply universal wisdom
and law of attraction in combination with simple stepby-step marketing concepts, a magical chain reaction occurs and your business skyrockets with fireworks. A Step-By-Simple-Step Guide. I have broken
it down for you. A proven simple way to grow your
business. Stand Out. You are the expert in your field;
your brand should stand out from the crowd. Inner
desire ignites a marketing bonfire. Without marketing to start the fireworks, what do you have anyway?
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social

Visioneering
VISIONEERING IS A 12-MONTH ONLINE MASTERMIND
designed for individuals who are committed to
creating their life with clarity, potency and presence.
Jeneth Blackert designed Visioneering to clear out junk
keeping you from your greatness. She uses practices
from today’s most successful conscious leaders. You
will learn systems, tools, energetic processes, and
have a community of greatness to help you design
your lifestyle movement.
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events

High-End Entrepreneur Mastermind w/ Jeneth
Blackert, beachside in Port Aransas!

A UNIQUE MASTERMIND DESIGNED
TO IGNITE YOUR CREATIVE FLOW...
The Elite WhisperFlowing Mastermind with 20 Women Entrepreneurs for a 3-Day Live Energetic
Flow Event with Jeneth Blackert. You’re invited to spend three days with me and a small group of 20
creator-preneurs at WhisperFlowing Live in a stunning beach setting to focus exclusively on YOU, your
true desires,and the actions calling you to create something beyond what you have previously imagined
you could.
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events

Connect To Your Creative Origins
And Flow Of Possibilities
ORIGINS was an exclusive top-tier event reserved for
2nd level paricipants in Jeneth’s programs. Jeneth
designed a 3-day retreat in Austin, TX using movement and yoga to take you into deeper connection with the energies of being and your body. It’s a
journey that creates a greater flow of possibilities,
wealth and freedom to be you! The Origins Retreat
was filled with interactive sessions, delicious vegetarian cuisine provided by the Ancient Yoga Center, and
breath-taking views of the architecture and hillsides.
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CRAZYRICHFREE
Crazy Rich Free showcases some of the best speakers
with the most amazing content to get you out of your
daily rut and into the energy!
CRAZYRICHFREE is a 3-day live event in Austin, Texas
dedicated to teaching entrepreneurs the tools they
need to become wildly successful in changing lives.
Participants learn Jeneth’s secrets to being that
expanded creature with crazy possibilities, being and
enriching others with energetic possibilities, being
any energy without judgment, just choice.
This massive annual event has sold out to a total of
3,000+ participants. Sponsored online broadcasts
have gone out to the 65,000+ list of Jeneth’s devoted
followers and clients.
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partner

Exposure Opportunities
You’re invited to be a single or multiple level sponsor of the Real Raw
You’s internationally renown blog, podcast and marketing world.

Level 1 Podcast Sponsorship We offer our sponsors a unique highly targeted opportunity to reach a loyal conscious minded audience of 20,000 and
growing each week. We use live-read sponsor specific marketing and analytics
specifically tailored for direct long-term impact.

Level 2 Direct Email Marketing We can promote to our direct marketing
list of 65,000+ qualified leads.

Level 3 Blog Sponsorship We offer blog posts with promotions to your
programs, blogs, memberships, and offers.

Level 4 Logo Placement Sponsor logo placement on all live trainings
manuals. Logo placement and click-through banner ads on the Real Raw YOU
highly trafficked blog and website.

Level 5 Banner Ads Sponsor advertisement placement on all ad-ready
blog pages.
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photos
Downloadable images available upon request
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contact

Jeneth Blackert
Founder of REALRAWYOU

12607 Silver Creek Drive
Austin, TX 78727
vip@realrawyou.com
+1-512-815-6222
For all media inquries, please leave a detailed
message so we can get you the information you need.
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